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President’s Message
Liz Mathewson
Welcome to the first newsletter of 2016. There has been a change to the editorship of our newsletter, and I
would like to welcome George Fogarasi, steward and GAS faculty, to the role of Lead Editor. Congratulations on
your first edition of Colloquium. George brings many years of activism and newsletter experience to the role. I
would like to thank Audrey Healy, chief steward, for the many years she dedicated to the role of Lead Editor.
Audrey’s role of chief steward has become increasingly busy over the past year, and Audrey has decided to
focus on faculty needs related to her duties as chief steward, handing the lead over to George.
It is very exciting to see articles in this issue written by members. Thank you Andrew for all your work in
creating the evaluation calculator and the article that explains how critical it is for faculty to remain diligent
when reviewing their draft SWF’s and to identify arbitrary changes to the evaluation factors. As Andrew has
pointed out, it is not possible for chairs to determine course evaluation factors by looking solely at the course
outline: no one can “make a reasonable assumption” based on the language in the course outlines. The ONLY
way to determine the evaluation factor for your course is by looking at the actual assessment.
On February 4th, 2016 from 3pm to 5pm Local 352 will hold a General Membership Meeting. We recognize
there is never an ideal time to hold a membership meeting which will allow all faculty to attend, so we will vary
the time for the spring meeting. A detailed summary of the meeting will be sent following the meeting.
The agenda items to be discussed on Thursday include





determining evaluation factors
addressing sexism and racism in the classroom-what works in your classroom?
course development hours
academic freedom (academic resolution panel– defeated!)

I would like to acknowledge the work and dedication of the stewards in Local 352. Your stewards demonstrate
an ongoing commitment to supporting faculty by learning and understanding all the details and intricacies of
the collective agreement, meeting and discussing concerns with faculty and advocating for member who feel,
for a variety of reasons, unsafe to bring issues forward. Their commitment can be time consuming but the
stewards of Local 352 step up consistently to ensure that the provisions of the collective agreement are
followed. We all thank you!
Stewards:
Audrey Healy
Amanda Rochon
Brian Gerry
Mike Davidson
Kirsten Parry
Mary Lou Lummis
Karen Smith
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Suzanne Hooke
Amanda Mushinski
Thom Luloff
George Fogarasi
Karen Bateman
Nancy Rishor
Liz Mathewson
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Evaluation Factor: Playing With Numbers
By Andrew Bohart
The Standard Workload Formula or SWF is the workload contract full time faculty enter into with the
college when they have a teaching load. The maximum number of hours on a SWF is 44 hours per
week; above 44 and up to 47 hours is overtime. Getting to the total number of hours per week
involves complex formulas which are often misunderstood or overlooked when faculty sign their
SWFs.

Chairs and Deans have been focusing on reducing their budgets by
maximizing faculty teaching loads. One of the many ways they achieve this
is by examining and if possible reducing the Evaluation Factor (EF) each
course receives on the SWF.
The Evaluation Factor is the amount
of time a professor receives for
evaluation and feedback (i.e.:
marking/grading student
assignments, quizzes/tests, projects
etc.) per student in a course. The
Evaluation Factor is broken down
into three categories: essay or
project, routine or assisted and inprocess. Essay or project is used for
grading written assignments and projects that require reading, analysis, and feedback. Since this form
of evaluation is the most time consuming and complex, it receives the highest evaluation factor of
1:0.030, which equals .03 of an hour (or 1.8 minutes) per student per contact hour to mark. The table
below shows the evaluation factor for each of the three categories:
RATIO OF TEACHING CONTACT HOURS TO ATTRIBUTED HOURS FOR EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK
Essay or Project

Routine or Assisted

In-Process

1:0.030 per student

1:0.015 per student

1:0.0092 per student

An evaluation factor of 1:0.030 for a course means you receive a total of 81
minutes of evaluation time per student per semester
(Continued on next page)
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Evaluation Factor (Continued)
The table below provides a better understanding of how a slight reduction in the evaluation factor of a
course affects the total amount of evaluation time you receive per student:
Evaluation Factor

Evaluation time per student per semester

O.030

81

0.028

75.6 minutes per student

0.0275

74.25 minutes per student

0.025

67.5 minutes per student

0.0225

60.75 minutes per student

minutes per student

We can expand on the example above by exploring how the evaluation factor affects the total amount of
time a professor receives to evaluate all assessments in a section of 30 students.

The table below demonstrates how a slight reduction in the evaluation factor
affects the total amount of evaluation time you receive:
Evaluation Factor

Evaluation time you receive per section of a
course

0.030

40.5

hours per section

0.028

37.8

hours per section

0.0275

37.125 hours per section

0.025

33.75

0.0225

30.375 hours per section

hours per section

We can see that if a Dean or Chair slightly reduces the Evaluation Factor for all
courses/sections you teach, an additional section can be added to your SWF
(Continued on next page)
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Evaluation Factor (Continued)
One troubling trend has been that some Chairs or Deans have been making a judgment call on the
Evaluation Factor for a course based on a quick read of the Assessments section of the Course Outline.

This “educated guess” by management goes against the Collective Agreement, which
states a Dean or Chair must consult with faculty, as a group, before evaluation factors
can be revised
In order to assist faculty in determining what the actual Evaluation Factor for a course should be, I
created the Evaluation Factor Calculator, an Excel spreadsheet with the EF formulas built-in. To use the
calculator, simply list the assessments for a course, provide the overall percentage of the assessment,
and choose which of the three evaluation factor categories best represents the assessment. The
calculator then determines what the overall Evaluation Factor should be for the course. Liz Mathewson
emailed the Evaluation Factor Calculator to all full time faculty in December.

Ever more faculty are checking their
SWFs, talking to stewards, going back
to their Chairs and sending their SWF
to Workload Monitoring Group.

It is important that you look at both what you are
evaluating as well as how you are evaluating an
assignment to figure out which of the three evaluation
factor categories represents the assessment.

For example, if you are marking a presentation during
This shows your commitment to quali- class time, this would be ‘in-process’ and would receive
the lowest evaluation factor of 1:0.0092 since you are
ty education.
grading the assignment during class time. However if
you are also marking the PowerPoint presentation for
visual appeal, accuracy of information presented etc., you would most likely be grading this portion of
the assignment outside of the teaching contact hour (TCH). This portion of the assessment would
therefore be considered ‘essay or project’ and would receive the highest evaluation factor of 1:0.030.

Evaluation is arguably the most time consuming part of our job. Many faculty have stated they are
currently not able to grade an entire semester’s worth of a student’s work in 81 minutes, so a further
reduction in evaluation time should be a great concern.
Reducing Evaluation Factors further would mean students won’t be getting adequate, detailed feedback
on their assignments.

Before signing a SWF, check the Evaluation Factors for the courses you teach and meet
with your Chair or Dean to discuss if you are not in agreement. You can also discuss the
Evaluation Factor or any other SWF-related issue with one of your union stewards
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Sustainability: More Than a Part-Time Job
George Fogarasi

I was impressed at an All-Staff meeting—not for the first time—by the college’s dedication to
sustainability. Fleming often goes beyond the default definition of sustainability as an ecological
concern to address the complex issue of economic s sustainability.
This was evident in the video about the Sustainable Building Design and Construction project in
Bancroft that builds a legacy for local youth. There was also a powerful presentation about poverty in
Peterborough and how we can help alleviate this by contributing to the United Way.
I have been to All-Staff meetings in other post-secondary institutions that were pretexts for terrifying
employees about impending budget cuts.
Staff dreaded these meetings! It is
heartening to be part of an institution that
addresses economic stability and has made
smart choices (enrollment is not a disaster)
so we can leave vibrant All-Staff meetings
with a smile .

However, some institutional choices
contradict the laudable moves towards
community health and sustainability. What
of our colleagues, some of whom have
worked here for decades, who are now in
poverty because they suddenly have parttime instead of partial load contracts? How
does this jibe with Fleming’s commitment to
economic sustainability?

@*#!%$ !! Still struggling
for a living wage, eh?

If we use the lens of sustainability, there is no economic sense in putting partial-load faculty into parttime positions and full-time poverty. This penny wise, pound foolish decision destroys the precious
institutional memory, professional wisdom and profound connections that former partial-load faculty
forged over many years (KPI’s, anyone?).
Life on a part-time salary is not sustainable. The college cannot justify, on economic or practical terms,
jettisoning talented faculty that have a long history with Fleming for a revolving door of destitute
instructors.
Let’s walk the walk and think creatively in terms of sustainability: providing a living, partial-load wage
is also, in the big picture, financially prudent. Innovative, sustainable and financially responsible
leadership recognizes that impoverishing professors with part-time contracts negates Fleming’s
commitment to sustainability, stains the college’s reputation and, in the end, costs more money.
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Modified Work Agreements

Years ago, faculty went on a multi-week strike. The result was the Standard Workload Formula (SWF).
Article 11 and the SWF provide limits and protections for faculty that reflect a fair and manageable
workload each semester.
Until the 2014 contract, six course sections was considered a manageable workload but the college
demanded more.
In 2009, the colleges imposed a contract on faculty. An imposed contract is not a negotiated contract.
The imposed contract created the Modified Work Agreements (MWA’s). MWAs allow management
the freedom and flexibility to negotiate alternative workloads by violating many of the protections of
Article 11 (the part of the contract that focuses on how workloads are created).

MWA’s are negotiated with groups or individual faculty who must agree to
waiving (or violating) protections and giving up (or sacrificing) benefits
such as overtime and credit for working on the weekend.
OPSEU’s preferred method of creating a workload is with the use of the SWF and all the protections of
Article 11.
Having said that, Local 352 has a long history of supporting a unique delivery model for field camps in
SENRS. For many years, the union agreed to a memorandum of understanding (MOU) where the
college could average the field camp hours to allow flexibility within the field camp week. When the
MWA became part of the collective agreement, the Field Camp MOU was redundant and field camp
delivery transitioned seamlessly into a modified work agreement .
(continued on next page)
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Modified Work Agreements (Continued)
Work loading outside of the protections of Article 11 and the SWF will never be the union’s
preferred method of assigning work to faculty.
If the college proposes an alternative delivery model that clearly demonstrates curriculum cannot be
delivered by following Article 11 or the SWF, the union works with the college, within the language
of the CA, to consider a MWA. The union’s position is not unique to Local 352; a workload
resolution arbitrator has already ruled that the union can withhold consent for a MWA if the SWF
can be used for the delivery of the curriculum instead. The following is a link to the WRA decision.

When you are presented with a MWA by the college, it is critical that you know
exactly what protections you are waiving when you sign the MWA.
You are not required to waive all the protections.
If you have questions, talk to a steward before signing the MWA.
The union has a responsibility to provide written consent for each MWA. Consent is given after a
thorough review of the agreement which must include all the details of a regular workload. The
colleges would prefer that the union’s consent be removed from the MWA process, but our
bargaining team rejected this suggestion and managed to retain our involvement during the last
contract negotiation. The union’s involvement is to protect the membership, not to prevent
innovation and alternative delivery models which is why the union is not entirely clear as to why
the colleges want us removed from the consent process.

Editorial Policy
Colloquium explores issues of interest to members of OPSEU Local 352. As individuals, we share
different beliefs, backgrounds and values. As a local, we embrace this diversity to come together and
build a safe, fair and equitable workplace. Any signed article or letter to the editor that contributes to
this project is welcome. We reserve the right to edit for language, length, clarity and tone: speaking
truth to power is good, but libel is not. Opinions reflected in articles do not necessarily reflect the
views of the editors or leadership of the local. Colloquium originally meant, in Latin, a conversation
or dialogue: this newsletter belongs to you, members of OPSEU Local 352, and is (like the local itself)
what you make it.
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Lean on This: Do You Work on an Assembly Line?
George Fogarasi

How’s teaching this term: is your inventory stable? Is there over-production in
your FRS (fixed, repeating schedule)? How about transport, defects and waste?
This is not the way we think of teaching and learning. However, these concepts are at the heart of the
Toyota Method, a comprehensive innovation system that uses front-line
workers’ feedback to continually generate more efficient production. At
Fleming, we know it as Lean.
Derived from the just-in-time-delivery Toyota Production System, Lean
was cutting-edge decades ago when you might have read about Japanese
workers exercising each morning and stopping the assembly line to
address defects and inefficiencies.
Instructors and students don’t teach and learn on an assembly line. Does management? They have the
thankless and difficult job of balancing budgets (whereas faculty are hired for expertise to foster quality
education). Nevertheless, projecting a factory model onto the complexities of teaching and learning may be
a dangerous simplification that threatens quality education.
Education is irreducibly social. This means it is unpredictable. Messy. Non-linear. It’s a profoundly human
exchange that is constantly in flux. Each student, class and interaction is unique and impossible to replicate.
This is the antithesis of the assembly line.

The European Agency for Safety and Health at Work lists work
intensification as one of the top ten workplace stressors
Innovation demands new models, in manufacturing and education: the assembly line is now virtually
obsolete even in the realm of industrial production. Business leaders navigate a “Flat World” without
borders. The assembly line is history. Why embrace yesterday’s paradigm to build for tomorrow?
Bob Emiliani is a proponent of the Lean process in education. In The Lean Professor, he warns that
administrators often cherry pick Lean principles, favouring “Continuous Improvement” but ignoring the
central principle of “Respect for People.” Emiliani notes how “It ceases to be Lean management the moment
it is used for bad. Lean must do no harm to people – employees, students, payers, communities, suppliers,
etc.”
But it does do harm.
(continued on the next page)
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Do You Work on an Assembly Line? (Continued)
Will Johnson, a teacher who went through the Lean process, writes in Lean Production: Inside the
Real War on Public Education that “to achieve maximum efficiency, management deliberately
stresses workplace systems to the point of breakdown.” Not quite the “Respect for People” ethos at
the heart of the original Japanese process.
Emiliani states that if teachers are de-skilled, sped-up, burnt out and have their creativity, knowledge
and jobs taken away, “then we know for certain that managers misunderstood Lean and practiced it
incorrectly.”
If Lean is truly organic, lead by front-line workers finding efficiencies, it’s impossible to know what
this creative process will discover. But the “Fleming College SMA Strategy Framework (Academic)
October 30, 2012” presentation noted that “By expanding our adoption of Lean, we will realize a cost
saving projected at $3.7 million over five years.” That’s the budget tail wagging the Lean dog.
The pre-determined cut makes Lean look like a pretext to slash costs by co-opting workers under the
guise of an empowering, exotic and exciting collaborative system.

Lean addresses an industrial model that has mostly disappeared
There is a lot of interesting criticism of Lean by managers (!) who support the process. IndustryWeek,
in Everybody’s Jumping on the LEAN Bandwagon, but Many are Taken for a Ride observes that 74% of
American manufacturers “are not making good progress with Lean.” Only 2%, ultimately, excel and
meet their goals.

わからない

The contemporary workplace is complex, nuanced, and
continually changing. Why misappropriate an industrial model
from Japan decades after its heyday? Indeed, like so much of
Japanese culture, Lean doesn’t easily make sense abroad. Ever
seen a Japanese game show?

Concepts that make sense in a Confucian culture of reciprocal obligation are easily misinterpreted.
“Kaizen” or “continuous improvement” (already estranged from the Japanese “good change”) is
reduced to a meeting at Fleming. “We-did-a-kaizen” ignores how it is a continuous process.
Such jargon makes work for consultants, but budget cuts masquerading behind distorted Japanese
terms hardly foster the openness that Lean should embody. At best, Lean empowered factory
workers with a voice in company policies. At worst, it is a pretext to move educational decisions from
the classroom to the boardroom.
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The End of CBD

Well, it was fantastic while it lasted
Remember, the key word was common. This was the vital piece that took us out of our
siloes and allowed us to collaborate. Remember that? It was fantastic.
When management calls May and June “Development Time” or infers that it is CBD, the
magic “C” (Common) is gone. This conflation of what we now do in May and June with
the immensely productive CBD we had for two years disrespects the teaching and
learning now at the heart of May and June.
Management chose to get rid of CBD.
It is a work period now like any other work period, and we must all adhere to the
Collective Agreement.
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